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ABSTRACT 

This paper will mainly concern with e-commerce and its significance in present scenario and 

will majorly focus on how the privacy of an individual is compromised in this electronic 

marketing environment. Also the study will deal with the security challenges faced in the 

processes of online businesses. The present paper would primarily talk about the present legal 

measures in different countries to regulate the e-commerce. The study would highlight the 

legal framework pertaining to e-commerce in India and also drive attention to the major 

drawbacks with law for e-commerce prevailing in India and what measures can be taken to 

fill the gap of regulation. 

INTRODUCTION 

Commerce is the continuance of business using the Internet with the help of web. E-

commerce business becomes very popular now-adays and comes into light with many privacy 

issues. As the result, users leave this platform, if these issues are not combatted, users will 

refuse to do online transactions.
1
 Privacy and security are emerging issues in e-Commerce. 

One of the concerns of e-commerce is the need to maintain users' privacy online. Consumers 

are concerned about the unauthorized access to their data and the growth of e-Commerce 

depends on the security and privacy policies put in place to gain the trust of consumers. E-

Commerce sites are an obvious target and many of them are not sufficiently safeguarded 

against the threat of cyber-attacks.
2
 The usage of technical means to track down user's surfing 

and purchasing tendencies by the use of cookies, and sniffers to capture data while in the 

course of transmissions, has raised significant privacy issues.
3
 Doing some electronic 

business on the Internet is already an easy task as well as cheating and snooping is also easy. 

There are several reasons that contribute to this insecurity such as; The Internet does not offer 

much security. Eavesdropping and acting under false identity is simple. Stealing data is 

undetectable in most cases. Popular PC operating systems offer little or no security against 

virus or other malicious software, which means that users cannot even trust the information 

displayed on their own screens. At the same time, user awareness for security risks is 

threateningly low.
4
 Privacy issue is gaining more and more attention, as in present times our 

lives are being exposed to the media through social networking sites to a greater extent, what 
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to share that too how much to share has become the point to think for. The security 

challenged faced on online platform is transversal; it has undisputed cross-border nature. 

There is high vulnerability of attacks to the websites offering services on internet which could 

result in blockage of sites, denial of service. The actions like this could result in crisis 

situation due to an unauthorised use, leading to compromise of data and financial loss, 

sometimes the infrastructure such as power grids, LAN networks, internal security system of 

any organisation etc. could become targets causing financial loss, loss of human resources 

and can lesser the confidence of public at large. Cybercriminals are using various techniques 

to access the database of your e-Commerce store where you store valuable customer 

information. The European Union enacted the GDPR partially in response to these concerns. 

Closer to home, California passed the California Consumer Privacy Act (“CCPA”).  

 

IMPACT ON & OF E-COMMERCE 

E-business owners are exploiting the user’s privacy for the growth of their business. Different 

authors have the different meaning of privacy as Etzioni belief that societally illegitimate and 

infeasible measure is defined as privacy.
5
 According to Davies, it’s a squandered right.

6
 

Experience shows that the users are concerned about the unauthorized access to their data. 

They never permit to reuse their personal data or sell it for the business purposes. Now-a-

days online providers are specific on their privacy strategy.
7
 

 

The growth and trust upon E-Commerce business totally depend on the security and privacy 

policy of the site and for the development of E-commerce business most important factor is 

to build trust among users.
8
 To maintain privacy in the E-commerce business, a complete and 

secure system is required.
9
 Users feel hesitation in E-Commerce although online payment 

system is more secured and convenient.
10

 

 

E-Commerce is going to evolve continuously, as for instance it was witnessed that there was 

total 135% of increase in sale from 2009 to 2015
11

. Due to M-Commerce i.e. Mobile 
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Commerce the e-commerce is reaching to the level next, in coming years it is expected to be 

at its zenith.  

Advantages of e-commerce 

With the introduction of e-commerce huge changes are being witnessed in almost every field. 

It has reduced the distance of globe, by making one common market for all. It has impacted 

life of a common man to large extent, likely to be the best ever thing happened to the people. 

Now it is easier to buy or sell products, services or information at anytime anywhere. 

Following are the advantages of e-commerce: 

I. Availability 24*7: e-commerce is omnipresent. With the introduction of mobile 

phones for that mobile commerce too, the market is just a click away. One can shop; 

make deals at any time at any places unlike the traditional markets which are time 

bounded a place restricted.  

II. Accessibility: it makes service easily accessible to all, look for product, get thousands 

of options choose whatever you want too without any urgency or disturbance 

according to your wish. No need to be the part of crowd, that too for limited options. 

III. No geographical barriers: e-commerce has overcome the geographical barrier. One 

can place order of any product from any country by any sitting in his home thousands 

kms away. 

IV. Cost effective: due to advancement of technology and of online marketing the cost of 

the products and services has reduced. Even high market competition is our reason for 

it the call to survive in market. Less physical labour and presence required has made it 

most cost effective. 

Disadvantage of e-commerce     

Nothing comes only with advantages everything has its own cons or disadvantages too. Same 

is with e-commerce too; following are the disadvantages of e-commerce:  

I. Security issues: this is the first and foremost issue faced which being on online virtual 

platform. The risk of hacker is there, one save their payment cards detail on a 

particular site, though sites carry all measures to secure it but there is constant threat 

that it may be hacked and all your provided details may be misused. 

II. Unemployment: due to maximum dependence on electronic ways or handlers the 

physical presence of man is less required. Also the traditional markets are getting 

impacted due to which more unemployment is generated, as people are having less 

technical skills to find some other way-out. 

III. Lack of privacy: most of the websites do not have high encryption to protect the 

online details provided by the customer like account details, digital signatures, 

documents etc. and wrongdoers are always in search of loopholes. They take this 
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information and use them for their own profits and your loss i.e. to achieve their bad 

intentions. 

IV. Legal issues: in some developing countries there are no strong laws that can deal with 

the cyber crimes, laws are not much clear that are governing the e-commerce 

transactions.  

V. No physical presence: like in traditional market if one has some query or issue related 

to some product or services one can ask and can clear doubts and be satisfied, but here 

there is no such thing mostly it’s all computerised automated, most of the time 

keeping customers on hold, if they call for issues. 

There are four categories of antecedents that influence consumer trust and consumers’ 

perceived risk towards electronic commerce entities
12

 which are:  

1. Experience-based: e.g., e-commerce experience, familiarity, Internet experience, etc. 

2. Cognition (observation)-based: e.g., system reliability, privacy protection, quality of 

information, security protection, brand image, etc.
13

  

3. Personality-oriented: e.g., disposition to shopping habbits, trust, etc.  

4. Affect-based: e.g., presence of third-party seals, reputation referral, recommendation, 

buyers‟ word-of-mouth, feedback, review comments, etc.
14

 Ecommerce web site owners on 

one side are thinking of how to attract more customers and how to make the visitors feel 

secured when working on the site, while on the other side how the end users should rate a 

ecommerce website and what they should do to protect themselves as one among the online 

community.
15

 Each phase of E-commerce transaction has security measures. 

 

Technologies used for E-Commerce Privacy  

Majorly there are four broad categories of privacy technologies  

1. technologies used for surveillance  

2. technologies for forming contracts or agreements about the release of private data  

3. technologies for labeling and trust, and  

4. privacy-enhancing technologies (PETs). The technologies for surveillance and for data 

capture are used by companies for business purposes, but they have the side effect of 

generating biometrics, data trails, data warehousing and data mining thus affecting personal 

privacy. However, privacy enhancing technologies (PETs) attempt to balance the surveillance 
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or tracking technologies through personal firewalls, cookie managers and digital cash (e.g., 

Ecash).
16

 

ROLE OF EDI 

With the coming of EDI Electronic Data Interchange the milestone to the beginning of new 

era was set up. EDI can be used to exchange business documents such as purchase order, 

invoices, and payments through electronic medium among the trading partners. EDI is not 

same as emails, or sharing data through networks. It is a kind of platform where both sender 

and buyer uses same agreed format, processes through which documents can be exchanged. 

The standard of exchanging data is always in pre defined format, EDI translates any common 

file into the format of pre defined one. The basic computerisation is required to get all 

advantages of EDI. Due to implementation of EDI the most of the data sharing process has 

gone automated which has further reduced the operational costs, delays in deliver and human 

or administrative error. Due to this now there is quick transfer of documents with decreased 

errors, resulting efficiency in services, the orders are met on time and sometimes even before 

time. The management of information is easy and efficient. The relations with customers are 

getting stronger, through better quality services. 

 

To send and receive data or messages through EDI three basic components are required: 

EDI Standards; these are the standards which includes syntax and semantics of the data 

which has to be exchanged. These standards set a particular pattern or format in which data is 

to be accepted. ANSI X12 Standards were developed by ANSI
17

 for the use of all US 

businesses, later it was followed by UN/EDIFACT (EDI for Administration, Commerce and 

Transport) Standards announced by UN in 1987 for international trade
18

. 

EDI Software; it is a software that translates unorganised, company specific format to 

structured EDI format and also converts EDI format to company specific format. Before 

coming of UN/EDIFACT there were multiple standards which were being followed. So it’s 

important for good EDI software to be able to handle multiple standards.  

Communication networks; the communication networks like internet and extranet are used 

as EDI medium to exchange documents electronically. The data exchanged is stored on the 

server so that it can be downloaded and uploaded at convenience. These networks act as a 

single interface for users rather than handling multiple one. 
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PRIVACY IN E-COMMERCE 

Privacy is a serious issue in electronic commerce, no matter what source one examines. 

Culnan
19

 argued that privacy concerns were a critical reason why people do not go online and 

provide false information online. Indeed, relatively few consumers believe that they have 

very much control over how personal information, revealed online, is used or sold by 

businesses.
20

 The combination of current business practices, consumer fears, and media 

pressure has combined to make privacy a potent problem for electronic commerce. Some 

people consider privacy to be a fundamental right; others consider it to be a tradable 

commodity. Besides “privacy”, a number of terms such as, digital persona, notice, 

identification, choice, authentication, pseudonymity, anonymity, and trust are also major 

concerns in e-commerce to be addressed. E-commerce sites could potentially collect an 

immense amount of data about personal preferences, shopping patterns, patterns of 

information search and use, and the like about consumers, especially if aggregated across 

sites. Not only it is easier than ever to collect the data, but also much easier to search these 

data.
21

 New computational techniques allow data mining to explore consumer‟s buying 

patterns and other personal trends in almost real time mode. Consumers have two kinds of 

privacy concerns. First, they are concerned about the risk of secondary use i.e., the reuse of 

their personal data for unrelated purposes without their consent such as sharing with third 

parties who were not part of the transaction in which the consumer related his or her personal 

data. Second, consumers are concerned over unauthorized access to personal data because of 

security breaches or the lack of internal controls
22

. As we are witnessing that e-commerce is 

leading us to a shift to digital world. Initially only buying and selling was the part of e-

commerce but now the scenario is not same, it has now included almost every sphere of 

activity. Name a thing or service which is not available to us on the click of a button. But as it 

has been witnessed that technology is both boon and bane for the evolving society. It has 

made our life easier, more convenient and faster but at the same time there is a continuous 

threat, sense of insecurity of being victim of cyber crimes. Cyber crimes are very real, as they 

can cause huge financial loss to society and can they harass the citizens in different ways. 

These crimes can be in any form, from violating privacy of an individual to threatening the 

security of a nation. 

 

Privacy issue is gaining more and more attention, as in present times our lives are being 

exposed to the media through social networking sites to a greater extent, what to share that 

too how much to share has became the point to think for. Many company’s websites tends to 
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create users profile to track their choices, interests, for which they ask for data. The amount 

of data taken by them, they do not realise that this much information is required or not or 

even is it relevant. The security challenged faced on online platform is transversal; it has 

undisputed cross-border nature. As systems are connected to internet they are at high 

potential to get targeted and could result in tampering of data store in them. There is high 

vulnerability of attacks to the websites offering services on internet which could result in 

blockage of sites, denial of service. Any unauthorised person pretending to be the authorised 

one could attain access to one’s system and can and modify or alter changes to gain profits or 

personal interests. The actions like this could result in crisis situation due to an unauthorised 

use, leading to compromise of data and financial loss. With the growing Trend of e-

commerce such incidents create distrust in the networking and online system. Systems, 

networks have to be protected otherwise the infrastructure such as power grids, LAN 

networks, internal security system of any organisation etc. could become targets causing 

financial loss, loss of human resources and can lesser the confidence of public at large. 

CHALLENGES IN E-COMMERCE IN SPHERE OF PRIVACY 

Cyber crimes can be in any form, from violating privacy of an individual to threatening the 

security of a nation. There are almost 21% of the crimes related to privacy and security. The 

numbers of cases registered under the IT Act and IPC have been growing continuously. The 

cases registered under the IT act grew by more than 350% from 2011 to 2015; there was 

almost a 70% increase in the number of cyber crimes under the IT act between 2013 and 

2014, there are more number of cases registered under IT Act then IPC.
23

 Some of the acts 

that impacts on the privacy and the security of an individual or organisations that are the part 

of e-commerce or online activities are as below: 

Program based attacks: in this type of attack a program is made and executed on the 

targeted system by following ways; 

I. Trojan- though this program appears to be useful but has potential to function 

malicious that is it can evade security mechanism by exploiting legitimate 

authorisation of system. The modified version to do nasty things like gaining access to 

sensitive data, spying, to exploit someone etc is known as Trojan horse attack. It is a 

Malware and cannot act as self replicator.  

II. Virus- it is self replicating computer software with malicious logic that propagates by 

using any infected copy, opening any unauthorised site that is infected, accepting any 

unauthorised email, clicking on an executable file, using infected storage devices. 

III. Worms- it is a computer program that can run independently or we can say it is a 

standalone Malware that replicates itself on its own In order to spread to further 

system. It causes harm to network by affecting its bandwidth or it also consumes 

space in system 
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IV. Spam- there were an estimate according to which 70% of all email is actually 

spammed that is junk mail. The spam appears to be as a promotional material or an 

advertisement email, of which user unexpectedly becomes victim. This kind of 

program is used to collect information or data related to the interest or activities of 

concerned user by way of spam one can even spy on the target
24

. This is one form of 

information espionage, used by market competitors with the purpose to steal the 

market of targeted one. 

E- COMMERCE SECURITY ISSUES 

 

E-commerce security is the protection of e-commerce assets from unauthorized access, use, 

alteration, or destruction. Consumers fear the loss of their financial data, and e-commerce 

sites fear the financial losses associated with any resulting bad publicity and break-ins. There 

are a number of critical social and organizational issues with security. The first is the 

development of adequate organizational processes for risk management, development of 

security policies, separation of duties, security assurance and access control. The second is 

that the weak link in security is often employees or users, rather than the technology
25

 and the 

third is software engineering management, or managing how security technology is deployed. 

 

TECHNOLOGIES USED FOR E-COMMERCE SECURITY  

1. Encryption algorithms like Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) systems which are based on 

asymmetric cryptography are highly secure as they are coupled with Secure Socket Layer 

(SSL) protocol and the interbank standard suite, ANSI X9. PKI often requires a centralized, 

highly available intermediary for key management, and especially for prompt notification 

about revoked key-pairs.
26

  

2. A digital signature, which can be used to sign contracts, to prove identity for access or to 

provide authenticity of an electronic distribution is the best example of PKI.  

3. Smartcards
27

 can be used to store data about the bearer of the card, including identification 

credentials, financial data, medical records etc. Smartcards can allow POS transactions to be 

more intricate, because the entire user’s data is always available. This architecture can also 

avoid the centralized storage of personally sensitive data.  

4. Digital cash and networked payments through which a consumer might buy electronic data 

or a digital service without revealing his purchases to a financial clearinghouse and identity to 

the merchant.
28

 Micropayments such as per-article newspaper subscriptions and PayPal, a 

payment intermediary, have also been financially successful.  
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5. Digital watermarking technology
29

 is another popular internet security mechanism where 

the technical goal is to find ways of cryptographically tagging electronic content (especially 

images and audio) in a way that is non-removable, non-forgeable, and recognizable. The 

watermark tag is generally designed to be invisible or unobtrusive. 

 

INTERNATIONAL LEGAL FRAMEWORK ON PRIVACY IN ONLINE BUSINESS 

 

The remarkable development in the e-commerce sector has also led to many problems 

relating to the protection of rights of consumers on online platform. The main concern of 

every country regarding e-commerce are as security of payment, data protection, validity of 

e-contracts and likewise. To deal with these kinds of challenges different countries have 

formulated different legislations. Some of the legislative measures by different countries are 

as below: 

I. MALAYSIA: The Malaysia Consumer Protection Act 1999 (CPA), initially does not 

includes e-transactions, but later in 2007 amendment, the provision was added as 'any 

trade transactions conducted through electronic means'. The aim of this amendment 

was to protect the rights of e-consumers. There were further amendments in 2010 to 

CPA, in which provisions were added for protection of e-consumers against 

misleading and deceptive conduct, also for unfair trade practices
30

. With these many 

amendments it is now obligatory to online traders to provide the consumers with 

sufficient and correct information about the concerned product. 

II. EUROPEAN UNION: Article 16 protects the confidentiality of personal data, by 

prohibiting any person who has access to personal data to process them ―except on 

instructions from the controller, unless he is required to do so by law. Article 17 of 

Directive 95/46/EC mandates the undertaking of ―appropriate technical and 

organizational measures to protect personal data against accidental or unlawful 

destruction or accidental loss, alteration, unauthorized access, in particular where the 

processing involves the transmission of data over a network, and against all other 

unlawful forms of processing
31

. Data protection is a fundamental right enshrined in 

Article 8 of the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights, which is distinct from respect for 

private and family life contained in Article 7 of the Charter. UK though it’s not the 

member state of EU any more, still it is following the Data Protection Act 2018, 

which significantly focuses on data subject rights, “special category” personal data, 

                                                 
29
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30
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data protection fees, data protection offenses, consent from children and enforcement, 

transfer of data to other country
32

.  

III. GERMANY: the country has been and continues to be a leader in privacy protection 

with robust laws that provide more protection than many other jurisdictions. “The 

country’s Federal Data Protection Act 2017 (Bundesdatenschutzgesetz – BDSG), 

works alongside the GDPR
33

 (2016/679) to outline the general obligations of personal 

data collectors and processors. The provisions in the BDSG apply to public and 

private bodies that collect or process personal information with several exceptions. 

Main provisions in the BDSG include the designation of a DPO, rules for scoring and 

credit checks, criminal law provisions and rules for employment-related data 

processing”
34

. Also contains provisions related to subject’s rights, informed consent 

etc. 

IV. USA: there is no comprehensive law in USA to govern data protection or online 

activities. In fact it has sector specific laws and state laws to deal with the issues of e-

commerce. There are more than 15 laws at sector specific level and more than 100 

laws at state level for privacy. It relies on a “combination of legislation, regulation 

and self-regulation” rather than government intervention alone. The most prominent 

national laws include the Privacy Act 1974, the Privacy Protection Act 1980, the 

Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act 1996, the Fair Credit Reporting 

Act 2018. The Privacy Act “prohibits the disclosure of a record about an individual 

from a system of records absent the written consent of the individual, unless the 

disclosure is pursuant to one of twelve statutory exceptions. The Act also provides 

individuals with a means by which to seek access to and amendment of their records, 

and sets forth various agency record-keeping requirements.”
35

 

V. AUSTRALIA: Federal Privacy Act 1988 is the key privacy law that governs both the 

public and private sectors. The Privacy Act is based on 13 Australian Privacy 

Principles (APPs) that cover transparency and anonymity; the collection, use and 

disclosure of data; security of information; access to personal information; 

maintaining the quality of data; and the data subject’s rights
36

. In addition to this data 

protection is governed by statutory privacy laws applicable in the majority 

of Australian states and sector-specific privacy law. For example, organizations that 

collect, use or disclose health data are governed by separate Health Privacy 

Principles
37

. Organizations in Queensland that deal with personal data will also be 

governed by the Information Privacy Act 2009. 
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VI. CANADA: At the national level, the collection, use and disclosure of personal 

information in the private sector is governed by Bill C-6 of the Personal Information 

Protection and Electronic Documents Act (PIPEDA) 2000. PIPEDA was most 

recently amended in November 2018 to include mandatory data breach notification 

and record-keeping laws
38

. For the public sector, such as federal departments and 

Crown Corps., data privacy is governed by the Privacy Act 1983. Canada has 28 

federal each having its own statutes to govern data privacy policy. 

INTERNATIONAL BODIES ON E-COMMERCE 

A. United Nations Commission on International Trade Law (UNCITRAL) 

UNCITRAL formed model laws with an intention that developing countries would adopt 

these laws in interest of harmonizing national law in order to promote economic 

development. Following are the UNCITRAL Model laws: 

I. UNCITRAL Model Law on Electronic Transferable Records
39

 (2017): It aims to 

enable the legal use of electronic transferable records both domestically and across 

borders. The MLETR applies to electronic transferable records that are functionally 

equivalent to transferable documents or instruments. Transferable documents or 

instruments are paper-based documents or instruments that entitle the holder to claim 

the performance of the obligation indicated therein and that allow the transfer of the 

claim to that performance by transferring possession of the document or instrument. 

II. UNCITRAL Model Law on Electronic Signatures
40

 (2001): aims to enable and 

facilitate the use of electronic signatures by establishing criteria of technical reliability 

for the equivalence between electronic and hand-written signatures. Thus, the MLES 

may assist States in establishing a modern, harmonized and fair legislative framework 

to address effectively the legal treatment of electronic signatures and give certainty to 

their status. 

III. UNCITRAL Model Law on Electronic Commerce
41

 (1996): it is intended to 

overcome obstacles arising from statutory provisions that may not be varied 

contractually by providing equal treatment to paper-based and electronic information. 

Such equal treatment is essential for enabling the use of paperless communication, 

thus fostering efficiency in international trade.  
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B. Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) 

E-commerce has evolved dramatically since 1999, when the OECD Council adopted the first 

international instrument for Consumer Protection in the context of Electronic Commerce 

(“1999 Recommendation”), on 24 March 2016, the OECD Council revised this instrument 

and the Recommendation of the Council on Consumer Protection in E-commerce (“the 

revised Recommendation”) now addresses new and emerging trends and challenges faced by 

consumers in today’s dynamic e-commerce marketplace
42

. It laid down certain 

recommendations which focus on bringing more transparency and protection in e-commerce. 

It recommended that government and stakeholders should work together to achieve the 

concern goal. It talked about dealing with security and privacy issues by recommending 

businesses to provide all reasonable security safeguards to ensure security of the data 

provided by the customers, to manage the digital security risk; to reduce adverse effect on 

customer’s involvement in e-commerce. 

C. World Intellectual Property Organization
43

  

WIPO has created a Digital Agenda to respond to the confluence of the Internet, digital 

technologies and the intellectual property system. Through international discussions and 

negotiations, WIPO is formulating new ways in which intellectual works can be 

disseminated, while at the same time ensuring the rights of their creators remain protected.  

D. World Trade Organization
44

 

At the Second Ministerial Conference in May 1998, ministers, recognizing that global 

electronic commerce was growing and creating new opportunities for trade, adopted the 

Declaration on Global Electronic Commerce. The Declaration instructed the General Council 

to establish a comprehensive work programme to examine all trade-related issues relating to 

global electronic commerce, including issues identified by Members. The Council for Trade 

in Services to examine and report on the treatment of electronic commerce in the GATS legal 

framework; the intellectual property issues arising in connection with electronic commerce; 

on the development implications of electronic commerce. The General Council's examination 

of cross-cutting issues under the Work Programme has been carried out in dedicated 

discussions held for this purpose. The twelfth and most recent Dedicated Discussion was held 

on 18 October 2016. Since then, discussions have continued in informal open-ended meetings 

convened by the General Council Chair and through the review of progress in the General 

Council. 
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Due to the privacy trust issues, The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and 

Development (OECD), the U.S. government and the European Union began extensive 

discussions about developing a regulatory framework for privacy. These discussions were 

guided by eight privacy principles 

i. Collection Limitation 

ii. Data Quality 

iii. Purpose Specification 

iv. Use Limitation 

v. Security Safeguards 

vi. Openness 

vii. Individual Participation 

viii. Accountability 

The European Union in 1995 decided to adopt formal enforcement in the form of the Data 

Protection Act
45

 incorporating the eight OECD principles, while the United States, although 

endorsing the principles, adopted the self-regulation approach rather than governmental 

regulation.
46

 

 

DIFFERENT DATA PROTECTION APPROACHES 

i. Self-Regulation approach 

In the self-regulation approach, data protection in an e commerce context is left mostly to the 

evolution of industry norms and voluntary compliance. This approach is being used in the 

United States. Each company is responsible for deciding on the degree of information that is 

collected and used, and for developing its own privacy policy statement based on its industry 

guidelines.
47

 There is no legal requirement in the U.S. for commercial websites or online 

service providers to maintain privacy policies. Due to the absence of data protection 

legislation, U.S. companies are adopting alternative means of assuring their customers of 

proper privacy practices. Third party organisations, for example TRUSTe and WebTrust, 

promote privacy practices and many U.S. websites display a Web seal to signal their 

compliance with the privacy standards formulated by the organisation.
48
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ii. Government Regulation approach 

Many European countries have created strict privacy laws. Directive 95/46/EC of the 

European Council was issued on 24 October 1995. It deals with issues on the protection of 

individuals with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such 

data. The UK Government was required to implement this Directive, which it did in the form 

of the Data Protection Act in 1998. It came into force on 1st March 2000. This totally 

replaced the previous Data Protection Act of 1984.
49

 

The Information Commissioner, a British Government agency, enforces the privacy law. Any 

owner of a website based in the United Kingdom that collects personal information is 

required by law to inform the Information Commissioner and abide by the eight principles of 

the Data Protection Act.
50

 The principles provide guidelines and specifications for collecting 

and processing personal data and all e-commerce websites are required to have a privacy 

policy that informs the website’s visitors how data can be retained, processed, disclosed and 

removed in line with the principles. 

PRIVACY & E-COMMERCE IN INDIA 

In India addressing the various issues relating to e-commerce and regulating the same, the 

Government of India enacted the Information Technology Act, 2000 (IT Act) on June 2000, 

its implementation from October 2000 with the publication of Information Technology 

(Certifying Authority)  Rules, 2000. 

A. IT Act 2000 

IT Act traces its base from UNCITRAL model e-commerce Act which was developed with 

the aim of encouraging different Nations to adapt similar kind of law for recognising e-

transactions. UN model of law defines Basic concept of emails, electronic signatures, 

electronic documents and so on also it ensures the acceptance of electronic signature, 

electronic records at par with handwritten signature and paper records respectively. Further 

the Act led to amendment in provisions of Indian Penal Code, 1860, the Indian Evidence Act, 

1872, The Bankers' Books Evidence Act, 1891, The Reserve Bank of India Act, 1934. 

 The IT Act’s basic framework is of UN e-commerce law. The Preamble of the Act states 

that; “Act to provide legal recognition for transactions carried out by the means of electronic 

communication, commonly referred to as ‘electronic commerce’ which involves the use of 

alternative to paper based methods of communication and storage of information, to facilitate 

electronic filing of documents with the government agencies”
51

 The Act not only gives legal 

recognition to Electronic records and digital signature but it also talks about securing the 
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same. Section 2 of IT Act provides the definition of cyber security; “Protecting information, 

devices, equipment, computer resources, computer devices and information stored there in 

from an authorised   assess, use, disclosure, disruption, modification or destruction.”
52

  The 

IT Act 2000 is silent on many types of cybercrime, but it explicitly deals with few category of 

Cyber crimes that are; 

I. tempering with computer source code; 

II. Hacking; 

III. publishing any information which is obscene; 

IV. breach of privacy; 

V. misrepresentation; 

VI. Publishing digital signature which is falls in certain particulars or fraudulent act.
53

 

 As it clearly visible from its Preamble that the act’s main objective is to build reliable 

electronic atmosphere which it is creating by providing electronic authentication. The Act on 

whole has lots of drawbacks as it itself doesn't covers the prominent cyber crime such as 

cyber stalking, cyber harassment, cyber defamation etc. It also provides way limited data 

protection through its sections on cyber contravention talking about unauthorised access to 

computer system or network.  

Section 65 to 78 of IT Act deals with offences and prescribes the form of punishments for the 

cybercrimes specified in the Act. The Act also deals with damages done as civil offences, the 

different penalties have been provided for different type of damages. Currently IT Act had 

made necessary legal and administrative framework to promote the growth of e-commerce 

and e governance. It seeks to build confidence among the people that any wrong done in 

cyberspace will never go unpunished. 

B. Payment and Settlement Service Act, 2007 

This Act covers different payment systems used for financial transactions in India like; Real 

Time Gross Settlement (RTGS) system, Electronic Clearing Services (ECS Credit), 

Electronic Clearing Services (ECS Debit), credit cards, debit cards, the National Electronic 

Fund Transfer (NEFT) system, Immediate Payment Service and Unified Payments Interface 

(UPI), etc. The Act is regulated by RBI. The PSS
54

 Act, 2007 provides for the regulation and 

supervision of payment systems in India and designates the Reserve Bank of India (Reserve 

Bank) as the authority for that purpose and all related matters. Section 2 of the Act defines “a 

payment system; to mean a system that enables payment to be effected between a payer and a 

beneficiary, involving clearing, payment or settlement service or all of them, but does not 

include a stock exchange. It is further stated by way of an explanation that a “payment 
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system” includes the systems enabling credit card operations, debit card operations, smart 

card operations, money transfer operations or similar operations.”
55

 

C. National E-Commerce Policy 

The Department for Promotion of Industry and Internal Trade under the Ministry of 

Commerce and Industry had released the draft for National E-Commerce Policy in February 

2019. That draft has yet to be ratifying into a law. The main objective of National E-

Commerce policy is to deal with the major issues related to the e-commerce i.e.; 

I. Data; 

II. Infrastructure development; 

III. e-commerce marketplaces; 

IV. Regulatory issues; 

V. stimulating domestic digital economy; and 

VI. Export promotion through e-commerce. 

Also the draft for Personal Data Protection Bill, 2018 is under consideration. 

D. CERT-In 

The Indian Computer Emergency Response Team (CERT-In) was formed in 2003 to be the 

part of international CERT, with the set of approach to respond any security incident reported 

by computer and network community in the country. The mission is to enhance the cyber 

security in India and improve the infrastructure by pro-active actions and effective 

collaboration.
56

 Its main aim is to become India’s most reliable agency for being pro-active in 

relation to cyber security; whenever incident occurs. 

 

SECURITY OF PRIVACY IN E-COMMERCE 

 

People inevitably tend to group these concepts together. As online users seem to be more 

familiar with security technologies and thus, tend to perceive these as more important in an 

online framework.
57

 Although they are interrelated, there are clear distinctions between the 

two concepts: While privacy is linked to legal require ments and good practices regarding the 

management of personal data, security refers to the technical aspects of this management and 

protection.
58

 Protecting user data from online fraud can not be achieved without proper 

security. Nevertheless, consumers, companies and even official legislative bodies often view 

these concepts as very similar, and some authors have therefore proposed that they are two 
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dimensions of a construct called SHPD: security in the handling of private data.
59

 Customers, 

however they view these concepts, will usually care mostly about their data being protected, 

whether this is done by security measures or a company’s policies. Security, as we have seen, 

relates to the ability of a company to protect its consumers online and prevent online fraud 

through security measures. Security involves both managerial and technical measures: the 

organizations’ limitations of who can access the data within the organization and the purpose 

of this access. The technical measures include elements, such as encryption in the handling of 

the data, data storage on secure servers and the use of passwords.
60

 Security is achieved if the 

information reaches the person without data being observed, altered or destroyed.
61

 In more 

detail, this means that the transmitted or stored data can not be modified by third parties 

without permission; data can only be seen by authorized individuals; and certain actions can 

only be undertaken if proper authentication has taken place.
62

 As with privacy, online users 

are usually aware of the fact that a company can never fully guarantee security. Non-expert 

users will not fully comprehend the scope of the technological measures on a website but will 

react to the perceived strength of a website’s security.
63

 The perceived security refers to the 

consumer belief that their personal data, including financial details, will not be abused. 

Though there are still many threats online, the technologies of e-security have advanced to 

the level where security breaches have been reduced.
64

 

CONCLUSION & SUGGESTIONS 

The growing trends of e-commerce there is simultaneous rise in menace, online frauds, 

hacking, phishing, cyber warfare like illegal activities are coming into frame. To curb this 

growing menace and bit the problem in its bud only, many legislations in different countries 

came into force from time to time. As we see there are certain minor difference among the 

Acts and policies of different countries but the major similarity exist that is the object and 

purpose of every law is common; to protect the rights of the online users, to provide them 

secure environment to access the digital world, to gain trust over the digital market by feeling 

safe not worrying about their privacy. Similarly India also brought its own legislation on the 

bases of UNCITRAL model to give legal recognition to electronic commerce as mentioned 

above. To give legal status to electronic signatures and records, while it has been successful 

in setting up the framework regulation for the same and addresses few misuse of technology, 

it has some lacunas too. It’s been argued that it is a toothless legislation; there are some fields 

that require attention which it lacks. Spamming, Phishing, Data Protection in Internet 

Banking the main concern issues are not there in the Act and neither there is any separate 

legislation to govern them, as we can see in case of  The USA and the European Union they 

have enacted anti-spam legislation. In fact, Australia has very stringent spam laws under 
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which the spammers may be fined up to 1.1 million dollars per day
65

. U.K has more than 12 

year old data protection law, under which banks or any person holding sensitive information 

may be held liable for damages if it fails to maintain adequate security protection in respect 

of data.  India doesn’t have any legislation specially relating to the privacy laws, though 

concerns regarding privacy issue are at its peak. This is also serving as an obstacle in 

ecommerce as it is resulting in a loss of substantial foreign investment and other business 

opportunities. India is the host and the biggest platform of data outsourcing. It needs an 

effective and well formulated way outs to deal with these crimes. It needs to work more for 

enduring an effective and concrete legislation for data protection. 

 

In the era of globalization and the age of e-commerce, technology is playing a significant role 

in the development of the economy. Through the global highways of information has given 

the new and different dimension to concept of information. E-Commerce has added wings to 

this new revolution by changing the pattern of business. Within the period of 20 years e-

commerce established as a new dimension in the world of economy, where the information is 

considered to be the biggest and important asset. India, having the second largest population 

in the world, with a young, consumer oriented society, is emerging as a virtual treasure trove 

of information. In India, the Electronic Commerce market has been witnessing consistent 

growth in recent years. Despite the high rate of growth of e-commerce in India, the sector is 

still at a nascent stage and according to some estimates, it is about 3 per cent of the retail 

market worthUSD860 billion, excluding travel and tourism.
66

 India is third largest internet 

user base country, even in proliferation of smart phones it is third largest country. In India 

transitional phase is going on, there is increase in the role of private sector, financial 

transactions are becoming digital. The country is moving towards the direction of e- 

governance, digitalization; Digital India initiatives like Sugamya Bharat Abhiyan, BHIM, 

COE-IT, CERT-In, DigiDhanAbhiyaan, Digitize India, Ebiz, Electronic Development Fund 

and GeM have been introduced by the government to facilitate commercial activities through 

electronic medium. India has stepped in to world’s largest citizen identification program now 

that is Aadhar UID, sophisticated ID programme in the world. In this program all information 

related to an individual is captured like finger prints, retina image, address, birth proof and 

all. All these initiatives are taken to bridge the technology and coordination gap between the 

stakeholders of a commercial activity, to secure Indian cyberspace and to improve business 

environment by enabling fast and efficient access to government services through online 

portals
67

. All this signifies that India is the notable part of global digital revolution. While 

digital commerce is becoming an indispensable part of modern lives, it is important to 
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consider issues relating to it. Country needs to have a strong strict and robust legislation to 

deal with the issues like privacy, security issues like phishing, cyber warfare, etc. There is an 

urgent need to strengthen the institutional capacity of an administrative organisation at digital 

level, to secure the sensitive contents because For instance once not only the site of National 

Information centre (NIC) was hacked, even the website of Ministry of Defence was also 

hacked.  Programmes for cyber awareness need to be conducted for People at both individual 

and organizational level because there is lack of awareness relating to the cyber security. The 

government departments were found using Gmail accounts to share sensitive departmental 

information rather than having robust specified network system. There is lack of trained 

professional to deal with cyber issues. Having multiple institutions for guiding single law is 

the other loop. There is needs to be comprehensive legislation or inter institutional 

coordination must be at its par. Legal framework need to be strict and robust. Some 

improvements that are required in the legislation relating to the same are as follows:  

 

There is a need of comprehensive legislation that would deal with the privacy issues which is 

the centre point in the current era people are dealing with. The creation of privacy policy is 

need of the hour. By law, all commercial Web sites are must require to display a privacy 

policy. E-commerce businesses, apps, Web sites and various other commercial Web sites 

need to have clearly outlined policy that provides updated information on what information is 

collected and stored, how information is stored, whether third-party apps or services are 

given access to information, and so on. 

 

Customers must be kept informed and should have right to choice. It is responsibility of 

concerned company’s website to keep customers updated on their privacy policy and all 

related changes. They should always ensure that customers understand company's approach 

to data collection and storage, when they are shopping and when any policies are changed. 

Customers should be given choice by allowing them to change their own privacy settings to 

control how much data is collected and used. 

 

The IT Act need to cover the list of major crimes that are still not in the act, also it should 

raise the quantum of punishment which is prescribed in the Act. 

 

No doubt we have taken major step towards digital globalization, by initiating digitalization 

on the basic ground level, being the part of e-commerce, promoting it to level next. But at the 

same time this requires a full proof security system backing up by cyber laws, privacy policy, 

security policy, cyber technology to provide the secure environment to the users; consumers, 

organizations who are the part of e-commerce at various phases like e-transactions, buying, 

selling, providing or receiving services etc. 


